MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
I joined the Navy after High
School and served our Country
for 20 years. As a ServiceDisabled Veteran, it was time for
a new calling.
I followed several paths over
the years and one of those paths
led me to invent My kOHzee.
As the Activities Director for a Skilled Care Center,
it was my job to interact with the residents and it
was my passion to find ways to enhance their
daily experience with activities, conversation, and
love.
Many of the residents were in
various stages of mobility
with some confined to
wheelchairs. Keeping them
comfortable often meant
wrapping them in blankets
which proved to be confining
and difficult to keep in place.
Watching people choose
between being comfortable
and engaging in activities
broke my heart. I had to find
a solution.
My kOHzee is the solution!
My kOHzee is not a blanket.
It is Adaptive Clothing designed to solve these
challenges:
✓
Infection Control
✓
Dignity
✓
Comfort
✓
Warmth
We are a growing, San Diego based, Disabled
Veteran Owned Small Business with a mission to
help people stay comfortable and active.
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THE NEW STANDARD IN
ADAPTIVE CLOTHING

Quarter Back
With Snaps

Keeps My kOHzee
from falling off or
bunching up.

Kangaroo Pocket

Can be used as a hand warmer or storage.

Back Snaps
Allow for My
kOHzee to be
donned and
doffed without
the need for
arms to be
raised above
the shoulders.

Breast Pocket

Suitable for cell
phone, glasses,
writing utensils, etc.

Full Body Length

Covers the wearer from
neck to feet.

Dignity Flaps

Can be tucked
under the
wearer’s legs to
minimize
exposure.

Activity Cuff

Minimizes the
chance of
interference with
eating, table
activities, board
games, etc.

Carry Bag with Straps

My kOHzee can be folded into itself and
be carried on the shoulder or hung on the
back of a wheelchair.

My kOHzee with Access Ports
Providing easy access for patients who
require:
✓ peritoneal dialysis
✓ hemodialysis
✓ chemotherapy
✓ etc.

